
    so you may use more than one sticker

    ( if the total amount of the stickers is the

    same as the full amount for the collection fee )

    at the designated supermarkets , convenience stores or other local

    shops in Tsuchiura.

■ There are two kinds of stickers

    ( 200yen and 400yen ),

           and the kind , the size , the weight and the material of the items.

■ We will tell you the pick - up date and the fee.

2. PAY THE COLLECTION FEE

■ Purchase the large garbage tickets called " Sodai - gomi shoriken "

    ( each item 200yen - 1,200yen ).

Items which don't fit in the designated bags are

〝 LARGE GARBAGE〝

・furniture ・suitcase

・FUTON / mattresses ・a pair of skis / snowboard

・bicycles

・carpet

・electric appliances

・door / window

・child safety seat

・clothespole

dispose at the regular garbage station.

HOW TO DISPOSE

1. MAKE A RESERVATION

and so on…

 Large garbage is collected by dispatching a pick-up service

to each house by paying a fee accoording to the type of item to be collected.

 Please make  a reservation for collection in advance and you cannot

■ Give us your name , address , telephone number

■ Call Environmental Sanitary Section

        tel : 029-826-4800

        ( Mon - Fri , 8 : 30am - 5 : 00pm,

                            sorry only in Japanese )

    to pay for the collection fee.

■ Once the collection fee is paid , it will not

    be refunded.

3. PUT OUT

■ Put the items outside of your house or apartment

    building by 8 : 30am on the collection day ,

    and make sure tickets are easily visible and

    sealed directly to items.

■ We cannot pick up the items if they are put inside

    the house or apartment building

■ You need not stand outside and wait for pick - up.

HOME APPLIACES RECYCLING LAW

You are required by law to arrange collection of TV ,

Washing machine for laundry , drying machine(tumbler) ,

Air conditioner , Refrigerator,freezer.

We cannot accept these appliances.

You must pay recycling fee and collection / transportation fee.

Ask the shop you purchased or the shop you will buy new one , 

whether they can collect the old one.

If you have no idea , carry it to the designated intake point or

call Tsuchiura Environmental Service Cooperative to pick them up

( tel : 029-826-2248 , only in Japanese ).

Ask the shops oe factories for collection.

LAW FOR PROMOTION OF EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES

You are also required by law to arrange collection of PC.

We cannot accept PC including displays.

LARGE GARBAGE

TV,Washing machine for laundry,drying machine(tumbler),
Air conditioner,Refrigerator,freezer.PC


